Leverage Learning Data to Drive Development

GATHERING INSIGHTFUL DATA TO EFFECTIVELY IMPROVE YOUR CULTURE OF LEARNING
What will be the competitive differentiator for employers when raw technology is cheap and widely available? The quality of your workforce—your people. The same people who create the products and services that keep your organization relevant.

Purpose-driven individuals who propel change start by immersing themselves in learning. They communicate and share ideas, collaborate with others, and, most importantly, they strive to learn frequently in order to innovate new solutions. Organizations that attract and retain top talent do so by fostering a culture of learning. Creating and maintaining a true, effective learning culture requires continuous measurement.

As you empower your team to engage in learning through Bridge Learn, our powerful reporting engine enables you to gather learning-related data so you can make impactful improvements to your people-management strategies.
ROBUST FILTERING: TARGET THE EXACT DATA YOU NEED

Engage the right filters to configure the Bridge reporting engine to pull the right data based on group designations, including SmartGroups and manual teams and subaccounts. Narrow your filter selections to include content titles, tags, training type (Course/Program/Checkpoint/Live Training), and enrollment type (Required/Optional, Complete/Incomplete/Overdue).
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TOP-DOWN, BOTTOM-UP DATA: LEARNING ENGAGEMENT ACROSS THE BOARD

Report learning data based on team hierarchy—from top-level executives to frontline team members—across geographies. Easily breakdown data by each individual's learning engagement and gather details on their completion rates, scores, and quiz attempts.
ENGAGEMENT METRICS: TRACKING THE GRANULAR DETAILS

Track and gain granular insight into your employees’ engagement with content, including enrollment numbers, current progress status, and completion rate. Easily export any learning-based report using predefined or custom date ranges and the option to include consolidated or expanded details, per individual, on the .csv report.
Want to learn more about Bridge?
Contact us at 1-877-576-5634.